Glitter by The Void: Puzzle parsing, comments and theme explainer
@TheVoidTLMB
https://tlmb.net/blog/glitter-cryptic-crossword/
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=====
Key:
Underlined words are definitions
D=Definition
CD= Cryptic Definition
DD/DCD/CDD = Double definitions
[square brackets] indicate omitted letters
(LETTERS)* in brackets with an * indicate an anagram
< indicates reversal of letters.
DBE= Definition by example.

Across
1	Assault by(AT) stick(TACK) (6)	attack
5	Take on son(S)’s universal(U) cutting bracket(HOLDER) (8)    shoulder
9	Combusting iron (represented with "Fe") (2,4)	on fire
(IRON+FE)*
10	Essential parts of sprINT, E.G. RALlying (8)	integral
11	Bellows(THUNDERS) to(TO) Royal Marine(RM) "Darkness at last!(S) Moments of rain!" (13)    thunderstorms
Moments of rain is slightly odd as a CD, perhaps, and yes, I shoehorned “moments” in there for the theme, but “rains” pl. didn’t seem right on its own. I think it works as “times at which rain falls”.
13	"Giro reduced by 50%?([che]QUE)“ Roy's wingers(RY) ask (5)    query
15	Naturally belonging in(IN) Hertfordshire town, detailed(TRIN[g]) thus(SIC) (9)    intrinsic
17	In France, Void(JE) is near Brest's terminus(T) taking smoother(n. PLANE) small(S) vehicles (3,6)    jet planes
19	Howl over race? That's nuts! (5)	    batty
BAY over TT
21    Reptile soldier (with bullet, maybe) to arrange sortie (5,8)    giant tortoise
GI+ANT+TO+(SORTIE)*
Anyone remember the TV show “V”?
25	Zsa Zsa Gabor, crushing hearts carelessly in Spanish city (8)    Zaragoza
(Z[s]A Z[s]A GA[b]OR)*
26	Steed’s muttering enquiry about hostelry (6)	whinny
Steed as a horse, muttering as a noun. WHY about INN
27	Anxious, like a snooker player who’s lost an accessory? (8)    restless
D/CD.
28	Country singer rejected Father Edward? (6)	Denver
Father Edward might be (“?”) called REV NED<

Down
2	Rutger clutches soprano after hit Northern opera (10)	tannhauser
HAUER clutching S after TAN + N
I’ve not DBE’d Rutger as I think that, in terms of people you might have heard of, he’s pretty much a shoo-in for Hauer.
3	Boxer Benn’s gut is strange (5)	alien
ALI+[b]EN[n]
4	Cores of Deckard C-beam(K & E) (electronic(E) light(LED) with central blade) (6)    keeled
… (using an unindicated-possessive phrase à la “Dyson sphere” or “Poincaré conjecture”)
Meanwhile, if you’re asking “what’s a C-beam?”, then *my* answer is “I don’t know, ask 19”, but *the clue*’s answer is “see brackets”. :-)
5	Runners, in the main (5)	ships
CD Vehicles which run in the main(=sea/ocean). Surface: “Athletes, mostly”
6	Open-air's better(v. OUTDO) associated with Oregon(OR) (7)    outdoor
7	Verbosity's sign(LOGO) of madness(MANIA) (9)	     logomania
8	Temporal things people can pass through, whilst following queen (4)    eras
CD. AS(whilst) following ER(queen)
12	Supernatural faculty of Jedi foes holding cross above cardinals (5,5)    Sixth Sense
“SITH”(Jedi foes) holding “X”(cross) above five cardinal points S,E,N,S & E.
Surface: The Force/Christianity crossover battle? :-)
14	Celluloid android Ian implicated with fringe elements of renegade Tyrell Corp (9)    replicant
(IAN +R[enegad]E T[yrel]L C[or]P)*
16	Keep back unseen half of original name (3)	nee
Half of “unsEEN<” is reversed(“kept back)
Not sure if “of” belongs in the def or not.
18	Upset messagE TO INMA<te imprisoning mammal or bird, say (7)    amniote
It’s a DBE (“, say”) because I’d already used “Reptile” in 21a.
20	As spaceship could be doomed, leader ejected (6)	crewed
[s]CREWED
22	Yanks wouldn’(T) believ(E) zhor(A) o(R) pri(S) in the end (5)	tears
23	Ford (one with arm held out) in space? (5)	Orion
D/CD Car and constellation. Surface references Mr Prefect, hitching in the galaxy.
24	Logic component's every third choice of diGitAl sTatE seTs time to die (4)    gate
GATET - T. “Why bother with the final T? Why not stop at “..state”?” 
Because I really wanted “time to die” in there for the theme. Especially as it’s in the final clue.
Surface: In (PHP, at least) programming, a process can be told to “die” (stop running). That’s happening on every third output from a logic component.
==============
It’s a pangram: Includes each of the letters of the alphabet at least once.

THEME: Red=answers, blue=clue words
——
“I’ve seen things you people wouldn't believe. Attack ships on fire off the shoulder of Orion. I watched C-beams glitter in the dark near the Tannhäuser Gate. All those moments will be lost in time, like tears in rain. Time to die.”

Blade…runners
Roy Batty
Replicant
Rutger Hauer (it’d be cheating to put Hau_er in red, right? Yeah, okay.)
Rick Deckard
Pris
Zhora
Tyrell Corporation
Harrison Ford
Edward James Olmos
--
Alien “feels” on-theme. :-) Well, it’s a Ridley Scott film…
-
Will watched you & I off. All those I’ve LOST! in this puzzle’s theme…
